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PROPOSAL FOR WALL DRAWING, INFORMATION SHOW

Within four adjacent squares,
each 4' by 4',
four draftsmen will be employed
at $4.00/hour
for four hours a day
and for four days to draw straight lines
4 inches long
using four different colored pencils;
9H black, red, yellow and blue.
Each draftsmen will use the same color throughout
the four day period,
working on a different square each day.
Sol Le Witt
Sol LeWitt
FIRST REEL:

1. Dragline (DL) dumping on slope 3X, dirt falling
2. DL — first scoops of canal
3. Pan of quarry with 2 DLs and jetty
4. Two DLs working on hill from a distance
5. DL scooping canal when 2/3 finished (3 or 4X)
6. Flooding
7. 7 scoops by DL close-up, lines in dirt
8. Flooding
9. Scooping and dumping light sand 5X, dark sand in background
10. Sand cracking and crumbling 2X, once alone, once with DL
11. Flooding
12. Distance shot — DL and front loader making jetty
13. Scooping by DL, close-up in sand 3X
14. Side sand cracking and crumbling
15. One scoop of DL by water
16. Front loader pushing sand into water
17. Small flooding
18. One complete rotation of DL from distance
19. Swivel of DL from distance
20. DL in water first day, scooping and dumping 5X in water
21. DL scooping in earth 1X, dumping in water
22. Two pans from left side of site (first day)
23. Two pan from center of site (first day)

SECOND REEL:

1. Walking, filming edge of canal
2. Walking filming edge of jetty
3. Zoom of rock
4. Dumping dirt on spiral hill with DL (9X) (1 or 2 light)
5. Titles in sand: Broken Circle, Spiral Hill
6. Ground plan of finished piece (shows canal, edges, rock)
7. Throwing orange sand on white cliff
8. Parts of quarry 15 seconds each
   1. Barge
   2. Boat
   3. Glump of trees on pasture
   4. Wavy sand on watery flats
   5. White, dry flats
   6. Pipe gushing sand and water
   7. Wooden shack
   8. Mechanical sand dumper
   9. Bright green bush, dark green background
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